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I. INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE

1 Q. PLEASE STATE YOUR NAME AND BUSINESS ADDRESS.

2 A. My name is Leroy S. Taylor, Jr. My business address is 526 South Church Street,

3 Charlotte North Carolina.

4 Q. BY WHOM ARE YOU EMPLOYED, AND IN WHAT CAPACITY?

5 A. I am a Consulting Engineer for Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC (Duke Energy

6 Carolinas). In this capacity, I actually function as shared support for all the Duke

7 Energy Corporation (Duke Energy) regulated utilities, including Duke Energy

8 Kentucky, Inc., (Duke Energy Kentucky or the Company).

9 Q. PLEASE BRIEFLY SUMMARIZE YOUR EDUCATIONAL

10 BACKGROUND AND PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE.

11 A. I graduated from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, North Carolina

12 in 1971 with a Bachelor’s degree in Physics. I was hired as a technician by the

13 University Service Plants in Chapel Hill, North Carolina in 1971, and worked in

14 water operations and supply chain until Duke Power purchased that utility in

15 1976. I then worked as an engineering associate for Duke Power until 1986 when

16 I obtained my professional engineer certification. Duke Power promoted me to

17 associate engineer at that time, and I continued working in the Chapel Hill and

18 Durham districts in both engineering and construction. In 1989 I was promoted to

19 distribution engineer and joined the Distribution Standards Department for Duke

20 Power, specializing in Power Quality and Reliability. I was promoted to senior

21 engineer in 1991. I continued working as the system distribution reliability lead

22 engineer. In 2001, I was promoted to Consulting Engineer, the highest technical
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1 engineering position in the company. When Duke Power and Cinergy Corp.,

2 merged in 2006, I continued my duties within the Reliability and Integrity

3 Planning Group with responsibilities for distribution reliability covering the entire

4 Duke Energy System. As part of the merger agreement between Progress Energy

5 Corp. and Duke Energy in 2012, my position was consolidated into Duke Energy

6 Carolinas, although I perform the same functions as prior to the merger on behalf

7 of all Duke Energy’s regulated utilities. That is, since my office is located in

8 North Carolina, the 2012 merger agreement requires that I be employed by Duke

9 Energy Carolinas even though I actually function as shared support for all Duke

10 Energy regulated utilities.

11 I am currently working in the Power Quality, Reliability, and Integrity

12 Planning and Governance Group. I also represent Duke Energy at industry

13 meetings and conferences. In this capacity, I am a member of the Institute of

14 Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., (IEEE) Working Group on Distribution

15 Reliability and the Southeastern Electric Exchange Power Quality and Reliability

16 committee.

17 Q. PLEASE SUMMARIZE YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES AS CONSULTING

18 ENGINEER FOR DUKE ENERGY CAROLINAS AND DUKE ENERGY

19 KENTUCKY.

20 A. As Consulting Engineer for Duke Energy Carolinas, I prepare reliability analysis

21 and reports for internal company use for the entire Duke Energy system, including

22 service territories in North Carolina, South Carolina, Florida, Ohio, Kentucky,

23 and Indiana. I design specifications and provide business cases for programs,
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1 projects, and processes that both maintain and improve distribution system

2 reliability for Duke Energy. I facilitate, provide specifications for, and assess the

3 distribution Outage Follow Up process in all Duke Energy jurisdictions, including

4 periodic reviews of several thousand major outage root cause investigations each

5 year.

6 Q. HAVE YOU PREVIOUSLY TESTIFIED BEFORE THE KENTUCKY

7 PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION?

$ A. Yes, I provided testimony on behalf of Duke Energy Kentucky in Case No 2006-

9 00494, the Commission’s Investigation of Reliability Measures of Kentucky’s

10 Jurisdictional Electric Distribution Utilities and Certain Reliability Maintenance

11 Practices.

12 Q. WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF YOUR TESTIMONY IN THIS

13 PROCEEDING?

14 A. The purpose of my testimony is to support Duke Energy Kentucky’s position as

15 set forth in the Joint Petition for Rehearing filed in this proceeding on June 19,

16 2013 and address the concerns the Company has with the reliability reporting

17 requirements contained in the Commission’s May 30, 2013 Order.

II. DISCUSSION

18 Q. PLEASE BRIEFLY SUMMARIZE THE JOINT PETITION FOR

19 REHEARING WITH RESPECT TO THE COMMISSION’S MAY 30, 2013

20 ORDER IN THESE PROCEEDINGS.

21 A. The Joint Petition for Rehearing raised four issues with respect to the

22 Commission’s May 30, 2013 Order. First, Duke Energy Kentucky does not think
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1 that a circuit-by-circuit benchmarking is necessary nor is there evidence in the

2 record to support such a requirement. Second, the Commission’s Order does not

3 include any cost/benefit analysis to support the new data collection and reporting

4 mandates. Third, Duke Energy Kentucky thinks that a circuit-by-circuit analysis

5 is not an appropriate benchmark for measuring reliability. finally, Duke Energy

6 Kentucky thinks that the Commission’s reporting requirement should be

7 promulgated as a regulation.

8 Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN WHY DUKE ENERGY KENTUCKY DOES NOT

9 THINK THAT A CIRCUIT-BY-CIRCUIT BENCHMARMNG IS

10 NECESSARY.

11 A. The main reason that a circuit-by-circuit benchmarking is not necessary is

12 because the concept of circuit-by-circuit benchmarking is based on the false

13 premise that circuits themselves “go bad.” In fact, it is design and/or process

14 weaknesses that impact performance and these weaknesses can occur on any

15 circuit. The major outages where these design/process weaknesses manifest,

16 however, are not numerous in any one year and a single outage can dramatically

17 skew reporting data.

1$ For example, Duke Energy defines a major event as any outage that causes

19 a sustained interruption of 500 or more customers. For the past six years, such

20 major outages have accounted for 69% of total SAIFI for Duke Energy

21 Kentucky. However, the total annual number of such outages for the entire Duke

22 Energy Kentucky system averages only 90 events per year. Most of these

23 events affect an entire circuit. Since Duke Energy Kentucky has 130 distribution
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1 circuits, the annual average number of such major outages is 0.69 per circuit.

2 Therefore, one single event on a circuit during a year will exceed the average for

3 that individual circuit, and then that circuit becomes a “worse performing circuit”

4 especially if based on criteria set forth in the Order.

5 Due to the low probability but high consequence of the events that would

6 define a “worse performing circuit,” Duke Energy Kentucky does not think that

7 circuit-by-circuit benchmarking will actually provide the Commission with any

8 useful information regarding the actual performance of a utility circuit, nor will it

9 solve the concern raised by the Commission in its Order.

10 In its Order, the Commission discussed a concern that it was possible for

11 system-wide reporting indices of a utility to mask significant and persistent

12 performance issues within a particular circuit and thus could reflect an overall

13 improving annual average system even though reliability is declining for

14 individual circuits. Duke Energy Kentucky respectfully submits that the

15 Commission’s concern is misplaced and that the reverse is more likely. The

16 micro-management of the system based upon a “worst circuit” view will likely

17 mask the design andlor process weaknesses that can occur on any circuit. Hence,

18 circuit-by-circuit benchmarking becomes a repetitious and futile task as opposed

19 to a long term reliability strategy based on fixing the worse problems on all the

20 circuits.

21 Even if circuit-by-circuit benchmarking were a valid concept, the Order

22 did not cite to any specific instances where such masking is occurring among any

23 utility. Nonetheless, even if such masking were the case, and the concept was
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1 valid, Duke Energy Kentucky does not think that the reporting standard as set

2 forth in the Order whereby a utility is to submit an annual circuit-by-circuit

3 performance report based upon a 5 year rolling average is reasonable or useful.

4 Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN WHY SUCH A REPORTING STANDARD IS

5 NEITHER REASONABLE NOR USEFUL.

6 A. The reasons are twofold. First, no two circuits are identical and the performance

7 of a particular circuit depends much upon its geography and the weather. For

$ example, a year where there are multiple small storms that do not arise to a major

9 event could have a much more significant impact on a rural circuit’s performance

10 than that of an urban circuit. Second, such a reporting standard does not align

11 with how the system is actually managed. Many utilities, such as Duke Energy

12 Kentucky, take a holistic view of the system and employ a reliability strategy

13 that is focused upon consistently and strategically replacing or retrofitting

14 weakness in the entire system from a design standpoint rather than try to solve all

15 problems on a particular circuit. Thus, Duke Energy Kentucky focuses on

16 addressing systemic weaknesses in design throughout the system and fixing

17 those issues. Those weaknesses could be found on what is considered a well

18 performing circuit or what could be considered a poorer performing circuit under

19 the Commission’s new reporting standard. In other words, the Company

20 manages its performance with a view to the total system and prioritizes and

21 attempts to fix the worst problems on all its circuits rather than all problems on

22 the worst circuit. Reporting on a circuit-by-circuit basis is thus misleading and

23 inconsistent with the prioritization employed by Duke Energy Kentucky.
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1 Q. HOW DOES DUKE ENERGY KENTUCKY’S CURRENT SYSTEM-WIDE

2 PERFORMANCE COMPARE WITH THE CIRCUIT-BY-CIRCUIT

3 ANALYSIS UNDER THE COMMISSION’S ORDER?

4 A. Duke Energy Kentucky’s SAIFI and SAIDI performance since 2006 shows that

5 SAIDI is trending flat and SAIFI is improving by a small percentage, i.e. around

6 0.01 less each year. Due to the relatively small service territory and limited

7 number of customers served (approximately 136,000), the annual variability of

8 these metrics is about double the entire Duke Energy System. This means that the

9 SAIFI or SAIDI result in any one year has an 80% chance of being between plus

10 or minus 17% from the six year trend line. A flat or slightly improving overall

11 trend for SAIDI and SAIFI respectively is a good result as compared to the

12 national trend of a 2% decline in reliability metrics as documented in a report

13 funded by the Department of Energy. Attachment L$T- 1 is a copy of a report

14 entitled “An Examination of Temporal Trends in Electricity Reliability Based on

15 Reports from U.S. Electric Utilities” by Ernest Orlando of Lawrence Berkeley

16 National Laboratory, which provides in relevant part: “We find that reported

17 average duration and average frequency of power interruptions has been

1$ increasing over time at a rate of approximately 2% annually. In other words,

19 reported reliability is getting worse.”1

20 Q. IS A YEAR BY YEAR COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS THROUGH SAIFI

21 AND SAIDI USEFUL IN DETERMINING OVERALL RELIABILITY

22 PERFORMANCE?

‘Attachment LST-1 at pg. 35.
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1 A. No. As I testified in Administrative Case No. 2006-00494, monitoring the long

2 term trend, as opposed to the year to year variability, is the main use for metrics

3 such as SAIFI and SAIDI. In this manner, these indices provide a reliable

4 indication of how well a utility is performing over the long term. Quoting this

5 previous testimony:

6 “Even without Major Event Days, weather has a substantial impact
7 on the usefulness of reliability indices. Annual weather variations
$ can cause the reliability indices to vary ten times greater than the
9 overall annual real change in system reliability, whether better or

10 worse. For this reason, reliability indices are more useful for
11 studying long-term performance trends as opposed to year-to-year
12 reliability performance. With five to ten years of annual reliability
13 data, the variability due to weather will equal out, and a true trend
14 line will appear.
15 “The Company uses this method of long-term trending to
16 determine the actual level of improvement or worsening for
17 various system reliability problems. for the Commission,
1$ determining overall SAIFI trends would be a very useful analysis.
19 The difference in a utility getting 2% worse per year in SAIFI vs. a
20 utility getting 2% better will result in a large difference in
21 customer satisfaction between these utilities.”2

22 In respect to the concept of circuit-by-circuit analysis, a circuit is such a small

23 system as compared to a region or even an office, and the outage events on a

24 circuit are so variable from year to year, that any trend analysis of SAIFI and

25 SAIDI is basically meaningless. Over a five year period the SAIFI and/or SAIDI

26 of the average distribution circuit has a standard deviation that is approximately

27 90% of the mean. Compare this to the Duke Energy Kentucky system where the

28 standard deviation is 13% of the mean. So a circuit could have a SAIDI of 24 one

29 year and 240 the next year. This issue is related to the fact that there are less

30 major outages than there are circuits.

2 In re: Investigation ofthe Reliability Measures ofKentucky ‘s Jurisdictional Electric Distribution Utilities
and Certain Reliability Maintenance Practices, (Direct Testimony of Leroy S. Taylor at 7)(April 13, 2006).
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I Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN DUKE ENERGY KENTUCKY’S STATEMENT

2 THAT THE FINAL ORDER DOES NOT INCLUDE A COST/BENEFIT

3 ANALYSIS TO SUPPORT THE NEW DATA COLLECTION AND

4 REPORTING MANDATES.

5 A. Duke Energy Kentucky will incur additional costs for the enhanced data

6 collection and reporting that is required by this change in the reporting

7 requirements. The compiling of this data is not likely to provide the Commission

$ with any greater insight into how a utility is ultimately performing in terms of

9 reliability, but rather will provide potentially misleading information regarding

10 performance. These costs will eventually be passed through in the Company’s

11 rates. Compiling a circuit-by-circuit analysis on an annual basis will require

12 significant additional work each year to collect, analyze and report on the data,

13 including developing a corrective action plan for any circuit failing the 5 year

14 rolling average of various performance indices. Based on a similar order in Ohio

15 in place since before the Duke Power/Cinergy merger in 2006, Duke Energy

16 Kentucky estimates an additional 12 man hours per circuit will be required to

17 comply with the collecting and reporting of this requirement.

18 With respect to the accompanying corrective action plan required under

19 the Commission’s current Order, if left unchanged, Duke Energy Kentucky will

20 be forced to re-deploy capital from programs already earmarked for reliability

21 enhancements that benefit the entire system performance to address these so-

22 called worst circuits. Duke Energy Kentucky has a wide variety of existing

23 reliability programs and processes that will be re-directed to the so-called “worst
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1 circuits” by curtailing these programs on other circuits. There is a possibility

2 that some lessening of reliability improvement may occur since some of the

3 “worse circuits” may actually be in less danger that the original priority

4 locations.

5 Even so, Duke Energy Kentucky is not convinced that the ends justify the

6 means in terms of increases in costs for the original analysis and reporting.

7 There will be no apparent benefit, just extra cost.

$ Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN DUKE ENERGY KENTUCKY’S POSITION WITH

9 RESPECT TO THE CIRCUIT-BY-CIRCUIT ANALYSIS NOT BEING AN

10 APPROPRIATE BENCHMARK FOR MEASURING RELIABILITY.

11 A. As I mentioned before, Duke Energy Kentucky’s philosophy with respect to

12 maintaining the transmission and distribution system is to address design

13 weaknesses common to the entire system. The Company thinks this is the most

14 cost-effective way to manage the system reliability because it focuses upon

15 solving common problems and those that are likely to result in the most

16 significant number of outages. As a result, a circuit-by-circuit benchmark

17 analysis would not yield a solution where the equipment design issue could be

18 efficiently mitigated across all circuits and current efficiencies will be lost.

19 Second, circuit-by-circuit analysis opens the door for significant annual

20 variability to skew SAIDI and SAIFI rolling averages. The Final Order reorients

21 the reliability improvement focus from root cause mitigation towards emphasis

22 on a particular circuit which, again, is not as efficient a mitigation strategy. To

23 analogize this to the medical profession, instead of focusing a significant amount
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1 of time and energy on preventative care to maintain system reliability, as is

2 currently the case, the Final Order will cause the Company to shift to an

3 emphasis upon acute care that is directed towards particular problem areas and

4 not the well-being of the whole system. Moreover, the use of a five-year rolling

5 average may not be suited for circuits where development efforts are underway

6 in that it fails to take into account the changing nature of the uses, density and

7 growth of load. Thus, certain circuits will likely be more volatile than others

8 based upon reasons that have very little to do with factors within the control of

9 utilities.

10 Further, the circuit-by-circuit analysis benchmark is an inflexible

11 substitute for the exercise of managerial experience and discretion and will

12 impact responsive strategy. One particularly poor year of circuit performance

13 may force a utility to over-invest in a corrective plan for that circuit which

14 prevents the deployment of limited capital on other circuits where improvements

15 may be better invested from a system-wide perspective. In essence, the degree

16 of particularity required by the Final Order removes much of the discretion that

17 utility operations managers currently have to manage their entire system, thereby

1$ shifting responsibility for achieving system reliability away from the utility and

19 towards a regulatory trigger that may or may not be accurate.

20 Moreover, the variability of circuit events that created a “worse circuit”

21 one year, can just as easily remove it from the list next year, even without any

22 corrective work being done. This phenomenon is known as “regression to the

23 mean,” and is simple probability. The other side of the issue is that even if a
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1 corrective plan is executed, then other design weaknesses not addressed

2 (resources were redirected elsewhere) can cause the circuit to continue as a

3 “worse circuit”. So circuits without work get better and circuits that are “fixed”

4 don’t get better. This will happen. As such, it is best if a utility adopts a strategy

5 to fix the worst problems on all the circuits, rather than all the problems on the

6 “worst circuits”.

7 Q. SHOULD THE COMMISSION REQUIRE ANY FORM OF CIRCUIT-BY-

$ CIRCUIT ANNUAL REPORTING WITH A COMPARISON TO A

9 ROLLING AVERAGE?

10 A. No. Duke Energy Kentucky suggests that the Commission eliminate the new

11 same-circuit comparison requirement altogether. However, if the Commission

12 were to require some additional level of reporting, the Commission should

13 reduce the administrative burden of any reporting requirement to a reasonable

14 level.

15 As stated above, the problem with the reporting methodology in the Final

16 Order is that approximately one-half of every utility’s circuits will fail the

17 reliability test in any given year. This does not mean that reliability has

1$ materially worsened, however. It simply means that the Final Order establishes a

19 regulatory trigger that, by design, will cause approximately one-half of all the

20 circuits in Kentucky to fall below their five year average. Thus, instead of giving

21 the Commission greater insight into circuit performance, the trigger is likely to

22 require the filing of so much information and corrective plans that it will be

23 difficult and time-consuming for Commission Staff to clearly identify which
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1 circuits are truly underperforming and which were triggered based upon the

2 mathematical model.

3 Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE COMPANY’S POSITION WITH RESPECT

4 TO THE FINAL ORDER BEING PROMULGATED AS A REGULATION.

5 A. As I understand from advice of Counsel, generally when the Commission issues

6 reporting requirements such as this that are applicable to all utilities, it is done

7 through an administrative regulation. Duke Energy Kentucky thinks that the

8 final Order with respect to any reporting should be issued as a regulation so that

9 the requirement is clear going forward.

III. CONCLUSION

10 Q. DOES THIS CONCLUDE YOUR PRE-FILED DIRECT TESTIMONY?

11 A. Yes.
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Abstract

Since the 1960s, the U.S. electric power system has experienced a major blackout about once
every 10 years. Each has been a vivid reminder of the importance society places on the
continuous availability of electricity and has led to calls for changes to enhance reliability. At
the root of these calls are judgments about what reliability is worth and how much should be paid
to ensure it.

In principle, comprehensive information on the actual reliability of the electric power system and
on how proposed changes would affect reliability ought to help inform these judgments. Yet,
comprehensive, national-scale information on the reliability of the U.S. electric power system is
lacking.

This report helps to address this information gap by assessing trends in U.S. electricity reliability
based on information reported by electric utilities on power interruptions experienced by their
customers. Our research augments prior investigations, which focused only on power
interruptions originating in the bulk power system, by considering interruptions originating both
from the bulk power system and from within local distribution systems. Our research also
accounts for differences among utility reliability reporting practices by employing statistical
techniques that remove the influence of these differences on the trends that we identifj.

The research analyzes up to 10 years of electricity reliability information collected from 155 U.S.
electric utilities, which together account for roughly 50% of total U.S. electricity sales. The
questions analyzed include:

1. Are there trends in reported electricity reliability over time?
2. Row are trends in reported electricity reliability affected by the installation or upgrade of

an automated outage management system?
3. How are trends in reported electricity reliability affected by the use of IEEE Standard

1366-2003?
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Executive Summary

Since the 1960s, the U.S. electric power system has experienced a major blackout about once
every 10 years. Each has been a vivid reminder of the importance society places on the
continuous availability of electricity and has led to calls for changes to enhance reliability. At
the root of these calls are judgments about what reliability is worth and how much should be paid
to ensure it.

The goal of this study is to inform discussions of the reliability of the U.S. electric power system
by assessing trends in power interruptions experienced by U.S. electricity consumers. Our
analysis is based on up to 10 years of electricity reported reliability information collected from a
convenience sample of 155 U.S. electric utilities, which together account for roughly 50% of
total U.S. electricity sales.

We built on prior investigations, which focused only on power interruptions originating in the
bulk power system, by considering interruptions originating both from the bulk power system
and from within local distribution systems. We also accounted for differences among utility
practices for collecting information on and reporting power interruptions by employing statistical
techniques that remove the influence of these differences on the trends we identify.

We sought to answer three questions:

1. Are there trends in reported electricity reliability over time?

We first conducted an examination relying on descriptive statistics (mean, median, customer-
weighted mean) and find that reported reliability has been decreasing over time. With minor
exceptions, we observed this trend for all three descriptive statistics when considering all utility
reports taken together, as well as only those utility reports for which we had a complete record of
10 years of data. We point out that descriptive statistics alone mask the effects of utility-specific
effects that may introduce bias into our findings.

Next, we applied rigorous statistical methods both to confirm that there were utility-specific
differences among electricity reliability reports and to take explicit account of these differences
in exploring correlations between reported reliability metrics and other factors. Applying these
methods, we find that there are statistically significant temporal trends. We find that reported
average duration and average frequency of power interruptions has been increasing over time at a
rate of approximately 2% annually. In other words, reported reliability is getting worse.

While our findings are highly statistically significant, it is important to place them in appropriate
context. The average annual trends we find are modest in comparison to the routinely larger year
to year variations in the average duration and frequency of power interruptions experienced by
utility customers. For example, in Appendix A, we present a simple analysis of trends over the
most recent four years and find reported reliability has been improving over this period.

In addition, we make no claims regarding the applicability of our findings to the reliability of the
U.S. electric power system as a whole. Strictly speaking, our findings apply only to the
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convenience sample of primarily investor-owned utilities for which we were able to collect
reported reliability information. In any given year, these utilities represented roughly 50% of
total U.S. electricity sales.

2. How are trends in reported electricity reliability affected by the installation or upgrade of
an automated outage management system (OMS)?

A principal contribution of our work has been to examine potential sources of measurement error
that could influence apparent trends in reported reliability. We find statistically significant
evidence that installation or upgrade of an OMS is correlated an increase in the reported duration
of power interruptions. This finding confirms anecdotal evidence long been known within the
industry that reliance on prior (manual) measurement methods under-reports reliability. We also
found preliminary but not statistically significant evidence for a so-called “learning effect” by
which reported reliability gradually improves in years subsequent to the initial decrease in
reported reliability.

Our findings might suggest that it is simply more accurate measurement of reliability, rather than
lower actual reliability, which “explains” the statistically significant trend of decreasing reported
reliability over time. However, our analysis takes this factor into account explicitly and still
finds statistically significant secular trends toward lower reported reliability over time. Our
findings, therefore, highlight the importance of taking into account the means by which
reliability information is collected when examining trends in reported reliability.

3. How are trends in reported electricity reliability affected by the use of IEEE Standard
1366-2003?

We also examined a potential source of measurement bias in the form of utility reporting
practices. We find that reliance on IEEE Standard 1366-2003 is correlated with higher reported
reliability on average compared to reported reliability not using the IEEE standard and that this
correlation is statistically significant. Nevertheless, taking this correlation into account, the
secular trend of decreasing reported reliability over time remains statistically significant and at
approximately the same magnitude as was found earlier (i.e., decreasing at roughly 2%
annually). We caution that it is premature to attribute reliance on the IEEE standard as
“causing” higher reported reliability because we could not separate the effect of reliance on the
IEEE standard from other utility-specific factors (which we did not account for separately) that
may also be correlated with reliance on the IEEE standard.

Next Steps

This study finds that there has been a modest, yet statistically significant secular trend of
decreasing or declining reported reliability over the past 10 years. In making this finding, we
summarize what our analysis to date has and has not accomplished, and outline the directions for
next steps in this line of inquiry.

We wish to state clearly that, at this point, we cannot say what has caused the observed
decreasing trends in reported reliability or why it is taking place. Our work has considered and
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characterized the influence of potential sources of measurement error or bias and found that
taking these considerations into account changes neither the direction of these trends nor their
statistical significance. These findings are important because they allow us to focus on potential
causal factors that would help us explain the trends we observe.

To begin this process, we considered potential correlations with highly aggregated measures of
weather variability and a simple measure of utility size but found neither to be statistically
significant. We believe it is extremely appropriate to continue exploring differences among
utilities to better understand the sources or causes of the secular trends in reliability that we
observe. Some of the factors we believe should be considered include more disaggregate
measures of weather variability (e.g., lightning strikes and severe storms), utility characteristics
(e.g., the number of rural versus urban customers, and the extent to which transmission and
distribution lines are overhead versus underground), and utility spending on transmission and
distribution maintenance and upgrades, including advanced (“smart grid”) technologies. It is our
hope that the analysis we have conducted to date will help pave the way for these investigations
and that they will be used to help ground future decisions about U.S. reliability policy, practices,
and technology on a more solid factual base.
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1. Introduction

Since the 1960s, the U.S. electric power system has experienced a major blackout about once
every 10 years. Each has been a vivid reminder of the importance society places on the
continuous availability of electricity and has led to calls for changes to enhance reliability. At
the root of these calls are judgments about what reliability is worth and how much should be paid
to ensure it.

In principle, information on the actual reliability of the electric power system and how proposed
changes would affect reliability ought to help inform these judgments. Use of this type of
information in local decision making, for example between an investor-owned utility and its state
public utilities commission, is common. Yet, comprehensive, national-scale information on the
reliability of the U.S. electric power system is lacking.

This report helps to address this infoniiation gap by assessing trends in U.S. electricity reliability
based on information reported by electric utilities on power interruptions experienced by their
customers. Our research augments prior investigations, which focused only on power
interruptions originating in the bulk power system, by considering interruptions originating both
from the bulk power and from within local distribution systems. Our research also accounts for
differences among utility reliability reporting practices by employing statistical techniques that
remove the influence of these differences on the trends that we identify.

The focus of prior published investigations of U.S. electric power system reliability has been
primarily on the reliability of the bulk power system. For example, Amin (2008) suggests that
the reliability of the bulk power system has been declining over time based on a review of the
frequency and size of reported events. The response by Hines et al. (2009) rejects that
hypothesis based on a rigorous statistical examination of the same data.1

At the same time, interruptions originating on the bulk power system represent only a small
fraction of the power interruptions experienced by electricity consumers, as indicated in Hines et
al. (2009) and Eto and LaCommare (2008). The vast majority of interruptions experienced by
electricity consumers are caused by events affecting primarily the electric distribution system.
Thus, analyses of power interruptions originating in the bulk power system alone address only a
small portion of electricity consumers’ total reliability experience.

Utilities routinely collect information on reliability of electric service provided to their
customers. This information almost always includes all power interruptions experienced by their
customers, both those originating in the bulk power system and those originating from within the
electricity distribution system. The main metrics that utilities use to report this information focus
separately on the frequency and the duration of power interruptions. (See text box.)

Others observe that the data on bulk power system reliability relied on by studies such as these are sometimes inconsistent,
incomplete and inaccurate (Fisher, et al. 2012).
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Defining SAIDI and SAIFI

The System Average Interruption Duration Index (SAIDI) and the System Average Interruption
Frequency Index (SAIFI) are metrics for the average duration and average number, respectively, of
sustained power interruptions experienced by the population of customers served by a utility over the
course of a year. $AIDI and SAIFI are two of the most commonly used metrics by utilities and
industry experts when reporting on the continuity of electricity service to customers.

According to IEEE Standard 1366-2003, the metrics are defined as follows:

Customer Interruption Durations
SAIDI = minutes of interruption per year

Total Number of Customers Served

Total Number of Customers Interrupted
SAIFI = interruptions per year

Total Number of Customers Served

Larger values of SAIDI and SAIFI indicate less reliable electricity service meaning that customers, on
average, experience longer or more frequent interruptions. In this report, we express this relationship
by describing higher or increasing reported values of SAIDI or SAIFI as an indicator of lower or
declining reported reliability.

Previous work examining electric utility practices for reporting reliability information revealed
significant variation (Eto and LaCommare 2008). Despite the existence of standards - albeit
voluntary ones - promulgated by the industry’s professional society, the Institute for Electrical
and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), differences in utilities’ definition and classification of power
interruption events make direct comparisons among data from different utilities problematic and
potentially misleading.

In this paper, we analyze up to 10 years of reported electricity reliability information collected
from a convenience sample of 155 U.S. electric utilities, which together account for roughly 50%
of total U.S. electricity sales. Using these data sources, we quantify trends in electricity
reliability and examine the relationship between these trends to the characteristics of the utilities,
the climates in which their customers reside, utility reporting practices, and the adoption of
advanced technologies for recording power interruptions. Our analysis uses statistical techniques
that take into account differences in reliability reporting practices and other factors among
electricity utilities, so that we can explore the effect of these differences.

The questions we examined and the motivations for examining them are as follows:

1. Are there trends in reported electricity reliability over time?

As noted above, Hines et al. (2009) concluded that there are no statistically significant trends
over time based on a rigorous statistical examination of data on the reliability of the bulk power
system. Taking explicit account of specific differences in utility reporting practices (and other
factors) and using comprehensive information all power interruptions experienced by consumers,
our analysis seeks to determine whether statistically significant temporal trends can be identified.

2
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2. How are trends in reported electricity reliability affected by the installation or upgrade of an
automated outage management system (OMS)?

McGrananghan (2006) speculated that adoption of OMS led one utility to report lower reliability
because of under-reporting of customer power interruptions prior to adoption of the OMS. Our
analysis explores the effect of installing or upgrading an OMS and how any such advanced
reporting system is correlated with changes reported reliability over time.

3. How are trends in reported electricity reliability affected by the use of IEEE Standard 1366-
2003 (IEEE 2004)?

Eto and LaCommare (200$) compared reliability metrics reported by a convenience sample of 11
electric utilities using both historic company practices and IEEE Standard 13 66-2003. Based on
this small sample, those authors find no evidence of systematic bias resulting from use of the
IEEE standard. The current analysis seeks to update the 2002 findings based on a larger sample
of older and more recent data.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:

In Section 2, we describe the information we collected to conduct the analysis, including the
electricity reliability metrics, the size of the utilities reporting the metrics, the weather
experienced their customers, the adoption of automated technologies for recording power
interruptions, and the practices for reporting power interruptions.

In Section 3, we present findings from our preliminary investigation of time trends in reported
reliability based on means, medians, and customer-weighted means.

In Section 4, we describe and present findings from application of more advanced statistical
methods to the reported reliability metrics, which take into account utility-specific differences
that might influence time trends in reported reliability. The utility-specific differences include
the size of utility, the weather their customers experienced, installation or adoption of an
automated outage management system, and utility reporting practices vis-à-vis IEEE Standard
1366-2003.

In Section 5, we summarize our main findings and discuss next steps.

Four technical appendices follow. Appendix A compares a variant of the analysis of customer-
weighted means presented in Section 3, which enables a direct comparison to a closely related
analysis conducted by the IEEE Distribution Reliability Working Group. Appendix B presents
the results from analyses we conducted to better understand the effect of a mathematical
transformation of the dependent variables examined in Section 4 prior to conducting the
regression analysis. Appendix C examines the statistical outliers identified in our statistical
analysis and their impact on our findings. Appendix D provides information on the results from
an alternative specification of the statistical model that is the basis for findings presented in
Section 4.

3
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2. Data Collection and Review

The data we collected for this study include:

• Utility-reported reliability metrics, focusing on the System Average Interruption
Frequency Index (SAIFI) and the System Average Interruption Duration Index (SAIDI),

• Installation or upgrades of automated outage management systems (OMS),
• Adoption of IEEE Standard 13 66-2003 for reporting reliability metrics,
• Temperature-related weather, and
• Retail electricity sales.

This section describes the sources for these data and reviews selected aspects of the data we
collected on reliability metrics.

2.1 Sources of Data

2.1.1 Utility-reported reliability data

Our primary source for utility-reported reliability data was state utility regulatory commissions
because investor-owned utilities routinely file these data with their commissions and these data
are often made publicly available (Eto and LaCommare 2008). We contacted all the
commissions that made these data publicly available. As a result of this approach, the sample of
utilities for which we obtained reported reliability data are largely investor-owned utilities.

In addition, we also collected some data directly from individual utilities that we had identified
through previous research. No formal statistical sampling procedures were employed in
determining which utilities were contacted.

Two reliability metrics, SAIDI and SAIFI, were collected for the years 2000 to 2009. We
requested SAIDI and SATFI both with and without the inclusion of major events.2 See Section
2.2.5 for a discussion of major events and the reason why utilities sometimes report reliability
metrics both including and not including these events.

We also collected information on whether and in what year a utility installed or upgraded an
automated OMS. An OMS provides an automatic and consistent means for collecting
information on the frequency, extent, and duration of electric service interruptions. This
automation technology generally replaces manual record keeping, which is widely recognized as
a less reliable means of collecting service interruption information (LET Systems 2006).

Finally, we also collected inforniation on whether the utility relied on IEEE Standard 1366-2003
in reporting its reliability metrics. Among other things, the IEEE standard features a
heuristically derived, yet systematic and statistically based method for reporting SAIDI and
SAIFI without major events.

2 In some instances when SAIDI was not reported, the Customer Average Interruption Duration Index (CAIDT) was collected to
derive SAIDI using the simple mathematical expression CATDI = SAIDT/SAIFI.

5
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2.1.2 Temperature-related weather data

We collected information on weather in the form of annual heating and cooling degree-days
(HDD and CDD) for 2000 to 2009 from the National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) (NCDC 20l1). HDD and CDD are measures
of the need for heating or cooling in a building. Thus, HDD is positive if ambient air temperature
is cool and a building needs to be heated; CDD is positive if ambient air temperature is warm and
a building needs to be cooled. HDD is defined as 65 minus the average of the daily high and low
temperature where HDD is set to 0 if the average daily temperature is more than 65° F. CDD is
defined as the average of the daily high and low temperature minus 65 where the CDD is set to 0
if the average daily temperature observed is less than 65°F. We assigned state-level HDD’s and
CDD’s to each utility based on its location.

2.1.3 Retail electricity sales

We collected retail electricity sales data for each utility for the years 2000 to 2009 from
information that is published annually by the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA
2010).

2.2 Review of Utility-Reported Reliability Data

2.2.1 Geographic representation and coverage

We collected reliability data reported by 155 different U.S. utilities. Of these, 139 are investor-
owned utilities and 16 are either municipal utilities or electricity cooperatives. As noted earlier,
the large number of investor-owned utilities included in our sample stems from our decision to
collect their data through state public utility commissions, which routinely make these data
publicly available.

Figure 1 shows the geographic distribution of these utilities by the North American Electric
Reliability Corporation (NERC) region. The figure indicates, by NERC region, the number of
utilities for which we collected reported reliability data and the percentage of total 2009 retail
electricity sales within the region that were accounted for by these utilities.

Table 1 shows, by NERC region, the same information presented in Figure 1 as well as the
percentages of total 2009 U.S. sales represented by the utilities for which we collected reported
reliability data.

Temperature records came from observation stations located in climatologically homogenous regions within a state. The
station’s observations are weighted by the area of its climate region as a proportion of the state’s area. This produces a weighted
average for temperature in the state. For further details on the weighting procedures, see NOAA National Climatic Data Center
(2011).

‘The electricity sales information from the ETA 861 form is also housed in a large database supported by Ventyx (Ventyx 2011).

6
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Source: EPA EGrid 2010 Map
Figure 1. Map of U.S. by NERC Region
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Table 1. 2009 Sales of Utilities for which Data were Collected, by NERC Region

Total ElectricityTotal Electricity
Sold by Utilities for Percentage PercentageNERC Region Sold in 2009

which Data were of Region of U.S. Total(TWh)
Collected (lWh)

Western Electricity Coordinating
658.7 416.4 63% 12%Council (WECC)

Midwest Reliability Organization
205.5 77.6 38% 2%(MRO)

Southwest Power Pool (SPP) 186.1 67.9 37% 2%
Northeast Power Coordinating

222.7 21 8.2 98% 6%Council (NPCC)

Reliability First Corporation (RFC) 919.7 579.2 63% 16%

Southeast Electricity Reliability
876.3 231.2 26% 6%Council (SERC)

Florida Reliability Coordinating
217.9 171.0 78% 5%Council (FRCC)

Texas Regional Entity (IRE) 271.4 28.4 10% 1%
Hawaiian Islands Coordinating

10.1 9.7 96% 0%Council (HICC)
Alaska Systems Coordinating

6.3
- 0% 0%Council (ASCC)

TOTAL 3,574.7 1,799.6 50% 50°I

U

IRE Region
6 utillUes
10% at reionaI sates

HICC HICC Region

(J 4 utihties
96% of regional sales

FRCC Region

18% of regional sales
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The reliability data we collected was reported by electric utilities that together represent half of
total U.S. electricity sales in 2009. The percentages of sales represented vary by region, from a
low of 0% (Alaska Systems Coordinating Council [ASCC]) to a high of 98% (Northeast Power
Coordinating Council [NPCC]). Reliability data from utilities representing more than 50% of
total regional sales were collected for the Hawaiian Islands Coordinating Council (HICC),
Florida Reliability Coordinating Council (FRCC), NPCC, Reliability First Corporation (RFC),
and the Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC).

2.2.2 Completeness of reported reliability data by utility and over time

Figure 2 shows, annually from 2000 to 2009, the number of utilities whose reported reliability
data we collected. The figure shows a general increase from 2000 to 2006 in the number of
utilities reporting SAIFI and SMDI both with and without major events included. The trend
declines after 2006 for SAIFI and SAIDI without major events and by 2009 for SAIFI and
SAIDI with major events. This is likely because the most recent data were still being processed
by the utilities or their regulators and were not available at the time this report was prepared.

Figure 3 shows the number of years of reported reliability data we collected from each of the 155
utilities. We were able to obtain a complete time series of 10 years of SAIFI and SAIDI without
inclusion of major events for close to half of the utilities (70 utilities). We collected six or more
years of reported reliability data for over 80% of the utilities (127 utilities).
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Figure 2. Number of Utilities with SAIDI and SAIFI Data
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mSAIDIw/ Major Events
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Figure 3. Completeness of Time Series

2.2.3 Distributions of reported SAIDI and SAIFI over time

Figures 4 and 5 summarize, by year in box-plot form, the reported SAIDI and SAIFI values. For
each year, the box-plot shows the distribution of values, both with major events (left) and
without major events (right). The top and bottom of each box represent the 75th and 25th

percentiles, respectively and the line through the box is the median. The mean is indicated with a
blue diamond. The end points of each vertical line are the minimum and maximum values in
each data set.

With the slight exception of SAIFI in year 2000, the mean values of SAIDI and SAIFI are
greater when major events are included. This is to be expected. Removal of major events, which
by definition are large, lowers the resulting SAIDI and SAIFI. The anomaly in the year 2000
SAIFI is due to the different mix of utilities for which we obtained SAIFI with versus without
inclusion of major events. The large increase in variability in year 200$ was the result of a major
hurricane.

We also examined the year to year variability in SAIDI and SAIFI for each utility. Considering
the utilities for which we had a complete record of reliability metrics, we found that the mean of
coefficient of variations (the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean) was more than 20% for
both SAIDI and SAIFI (without major events), indicating considerable variability in the annual
values of these metrics. (The means of coefficients of variation for SAIDI and SAIFI with major
events were even larger.)
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Figure 4. Box-Plot of SAIDI by Year with and without Major Events
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Figure 5. Box-Plot of SAIFI by Year with and without Major Events
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2.2.4 Automated outage management systems (OMS)

Table 2 summarizes, by NERC region, the number of utilities that had installed or upgraded their
OMS by 2010. We found that 110 utilities or 65% of the 155 utilities for which we collected
reported reliability data, had installed or upgraded their OMS by 2010.

Table 2. Summary of Utilities with an OMS

# Utilities that Reported
. # Utilities We They Had Installed orNERC Region

Obtained From Upgraded their OMS by
2009

WECC 24 21

MRO 14 9

SPP 11 5

NPCC 21 16

RFC 38 24

SERC 30 16

FRCC 5 5

IRE 8 3

HICC 4 1

ASCC 0 0

TOTAL 155 100

Figure 6 presents, by NERC region, the number of utilities that installed or upgraded their OMS
in each year. The line spanning years represents the cumulative number of utilities that installed
or upgraded their OMS up to and including each year. The figure shows that a significant
number of utilities had installed or upgraded their OMS prior to first year of our analysis (i.e.,
prior to 2000). The “year unknown” column in the figure represents the number of utilities that
reported they had installed or upgraded their OMS, but for which we could not determine the
year of installation or upgrade. In reviewing the information we collected on OMS installation
or upgrade, we found that none of the utilities installed or upgraded their OMS system more than
once during the 10-year time period for which we collected reported reliability data.
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Figure 6. Number of Utilities by Year and NERC Region that Installed or Upgraded their OMS

2.2.5 Major events

Information on reliability is sometimes segmented using the concept of major events. Major
events are extraordinary power interruptions and are defined by a variety of criteria to
differentiate them from routine power interruptions. There are a number of different definitions
for major events. (See Em and LaCommare (2008)). IEEE Standard 1366-2003 is a voluntary
industry standard that articulates a consistent set of definitions and procedures for measuring and
reporting distribution reliability information, including a heuristically-derived and statistically-
based definition of major events.

Adoption of IEEE 1366-2003 is in its early stages. In 2006, 14 utilities (of the 120 utilities
whose data we obtained) reported reliability information to their state regulatory utility
commission using this standard (Eto and LaCommare 2008). For the current study, we collected
reliability data for 38 utilities (of the 155 utilities whose data we collected) that reported these
data using the IEEE standard.5 (See Table 3).

Our sample is influenced by the decision to collect reliability information reported to state regulatory utility commissions
because commission rules usually specify how data are to be reported and, in particular, whether the IEEE Standard 1366-2003
or another set of reliability data definitions will be used. Many utilities rely on IEEE Standard 1366-2003 for internal uses of
reliability metrics and at the same time report reliability data to their state regulatory utility commissions using different
definitions, as required by commission rules.
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# Utilities For Which We # Utilities That Reported
NERC Region Obtained Reported Reliability Using IEEE Std.

Reliability Data 1366-2003

WECC 24 14

MRO 14 1

sPP 11 1

NPCC 21 4

RFC 38 12

SERC 30 6

FRCC 5 0

TRE 8 0

HICC 4 0

ASCC 0 0

TOTAL 155 38

The reported reliability data were prepared for all the years of data we collected either using
IEEE Standard 1366-2003 or some other definition for the SAIDI and SAIFI reliability metrics.6
In total, we collected data from 38 utilities that used the IEEE standard to report their reliability.

Of these 38 utilities, eight utilities also reported their reliability for some portion of the ten years
using another set of definitions for the SAIDI and SAIFI reliability metric without major events.
In preparation for the rigorous analysis of the relationship between reported reliability and
reporting practices presented in section 4, we look specifically at the differences in reported
SAIDI and SAIFI without inclusion of major events, as reported by these eight utilities.

Figures 7 presents the percentage differences between SAIDI (not including major events)
reported using the IEEE standard and SAIDI (not including major events) reported using another
set of definitions. Figure $ presents the same comparison for SAIFI (not including major
events). Each color represents the percentage differences for each year of data from a single
utility. (Note that the utilities are not identified by name.)

Visual inspection of Figure 7 shows that SAIDI when reported using the IEEE standard is
generally lower, on average, than SAIDI when reported using a method other than the IEEE
standard; that is, the percentage differences are generally negative values. However, for a given
utility, there is also significant variability in these values from year to year and these variations
appear to be as large as, or even larger than, the average of the percentage differences over the
years. Figure $ indicates that the percentage differences for reported SAIFI using the two
methods are less discemable (i.e., close to zero). In addition, the percentage variation from year
to year for a given utility is also smaller, with a few notable exceptions.

6 Tn every instance in which a utility relied on IEEE Standard 1366-2003 to report its reliability metrics, the standard was used to
prepare the metrics for each year for which data were obtained. In many instances, this meant that the utility had recalculated its
reliability metrics using the standards for the years prior to the utility’s decision to use the standard.
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It is difficult to draw definitive conclusions from such a small sample of utilities. In Section 4,
we apply more sophisticated statistical methods to re-examine this topic using a much larger
sample. Application of these methods will demonstrate the additional value they provide when
compared to the simple comparisons presented in this section and in Section 3, which have
formed the primary basis for prior analyses of these data.

Figure 7. Percentage Difference in SAIDI Without Major Events Included between Using and Not
Using IEEE Standard 1366-2003
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Figure 8. Percentage Difference in SAIFI Without Major Events Included between Using and Not
Using IEEE Standard 1366-2003
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3. An Initial Review of Time Trends in Reported Electricity Reliability

This section presents findings from several approaches to describing time trends in reported
electricity reliability. The approaches are all based on descriptive statistics, including means,
medians, and customer-weighted means. The presentation compares the trends to one another
and discusses considerations that affect their interpretation. Appendix A compares a variant of
the analysis of customer-weighted means, which enables a direct comparison to a closely related
analysis conducted by the IEEE Distribution Reliability Working Group.

Descriptive statistics cannot take into account the influences of utility-specific factors, such as
the location or size of a utility, or utility-specific sources of measurement bias, such as reliance
on automated outage management systems to collect reliability data or use of IEEE Standard
1366-2003 to report reliability metrics. We present a multivariate statistical analysis, which
seeks to take these factors into account in Section 4.

3.1 Time Trends in Reported Electricity Reliability Based on Descriptive Statistics

We developed time trends for each of the four reported reliability metrics (SAIDI and SAIFI
both with and without inclusion of major events) using three descriptive statistics and two sets of
the data we collected. The three descriptive statistics are the mean, the median, and the
customer-weighted mean. The customer-weighted mean takes into account differences in utility
size and can be thought of an aggregate SAIDI and SAIFI for the entire population of included
utilities, taken as a whole.

The two sets of data on reported electricity reliability are: 1) all utilities for which we had
reported reliability, which we label “All;” and 2) a subset of the full set, which includes only
those utilities for which we had reported reliability data for every year in the time series (years
2000-2009), which we label “Same Utilities.”

Figures 9 through 12 plot the three descriptive statistics for SAIDI (both with and without
inclusion of major events) and SAIFI (both with and without inclusion of major events),
respectively, for all the utilities for which we had reported reliability data.

Figures 13 through 16 plot the three descriptive statistics for SAIDI and SAIFI (both with and
without inclusion of major events), respectively, for only those utilities for which we had
reported reliability data for every year in the time series (2000-2009). We had 10 years of data
on SAIDI and SAIFI with major events for 28 utilities. We had 10 years of data on SAIDI and
SAIFI without major events for 67 utilities.

Tables 4 and 5 present the numerical results from a best-fit linear regression for each of the
trends plotted in Figures 9 through 16 for SAIDI and SAIFI, respectively.

Figure 3 in Section 2 shows the number of utilities for which we had 10 years of reported reliability data for each of the four
reliability metrics.
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figure 10. SAIDI without Major Events — All Reported Reliability Data
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igure 11. SAIFI with Major Events — All Reported Reliability Data
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Figure 12. SAIFI without Major Events — All Reported Reliability Data
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Figure 13. SAID! with Major Events — Reported Reliability Data from Same Utilities for Every
Year — N=28
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figure 15. SAIFI with Major Events — Reported Reliability Data from Same Utilities for Every
Year — N=28
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Table 4. Summary of Numerical Best Fit of Trends in SAIDI
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SAIDI wlo Major Events - All Reported Reliability Data
Averaqe
Median
Customer Weighted Average

SAIDI wI Major Events - Reported Reliability Data from
Same Utilities for Every Year — N=28

Average
Median

133
113
112

1.84
2.06
1.18

0.46
0.45
0.22

intercept slope R squared
SAIDI_wI_Major_Events_-_All_Reported_Reliability_Data

Average 157 32.1 0.40
Median 118 11.8 0.59
Customer Weighted Average 129 23.6 0.27

Customer Weighted Average

SAIDI wlo Major Events — Reported Reliability Data from
Same Utilities for Every Year — N=67

Average
Median
Customer Weighted Average

134
116
69

140
122
124

)9)

47.7
10.4
43.6

2.73
2.75
1.99

0.27
0.53
0.21

0.47
0.37
0.33

“ Note intercept, slope and R-squared assume x=l (2000) to xlO (2C

Table 5. Summary of Numerical Best Fit of Trends in SAIFI

SAIFI wI Major Events - All Reported Reliability Data
Average
Median
Customer Wghted Average

SAIFI wlo Major Events - All Reported Reliability Data
Average
Median
Customer Weiohted Averaae

SAIFI wI Major Events - Reported Reliability Data from
Same Utilities for Every Year — N=28

Average

Median
Customer Weighted Average

* Note intercept, slope and R-squared assume x=l (2000) to x10 (2009)

intercept slope R sauared

1.41
1.25

0.0275
0.0241

1.37

0.32

-0.0077
0.20
0.07

1.35
1.21

0.0109

SAIFI wlo Major Events — Reported Reliability Data from
Same_Utilities_for_Every_Year —_N67

Average 1.37 0.0148 0.24
Median 1.27 0.0059 0.04
Customer Weighted Average 1.28 -0.0056 0.13

0.0015
1.24

0.22

-0.0146
0.01
0.59

1.47 0.0290

1.27 0.0320
1.40

0.18

0.0044
0.29
0.02
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3.2 Discussion of Time Trends Based on Descriptive Statistics

One dominant theme emerges when considering these time trends taken as a whole: the best-fit
linear slopes associated with the time trends are generally positive. That is, trends in reported
reliability metrics, whether assessed by considering means, medians, or customer-weighted
means, indicate that the value of the metrics is increasing over time. Increasing values of SAIDI
and SAIFI suggest that reported reliability is getting worse, on average, over the 10 years.8

This finding holds regardless of whether major events are included in the calculation of $AIDI
and SAIFI. The finding also holds considering both sets of data: all reported reliability data and
reported reliability from the same utilities for all 10 years.

The limited exceptions to this are the trend for customer-weighted SAIFI calculated using all
reported reliability data both with and without inclusion of major event days, as well as the trend
from the group of utilities for which we had a complete set of values for all 10 years (the “same”
utilities) without inclusion of major event days.

Additional themes emerge from sub-groupings of these time trends.

The impacts of major events on reliability appear to have increased over time. Generally
speaking, the slopes are larger for the time trends based on $AIDI and SAIFI with major events
than they are for the time trends based on SAIDI and SAIFI without inclusion of major events
(i.e., steeper slopes mean that reliability is getting worse faster).

On average, larger utilities, as measured by numbers of customers, would appear to be more
reliable than smaller utilities. Both the intercept and slope tenns are higher for the time trends
based on means than they are for the time trends based on customer-weighted means.

The time trends discussed in this section are all subject to important caveats that temper the
significance of these themes.

First and foremost, the statistical representativeness of the data we have collected with respect to
the reliability experience of the U.S. as a whole has not been established. The findings presented
in this section, while reflective of a significant portion of total U.S. electricity sales, can only be
said to capture the collective reliability experience of these utilities alone and not the entire U.S.
In section 2, we noted that our data are composed primarily of data from investor-owned utilities
and are not drawn evenly from all regions of the U.S.

Second, the trends we examine focus on averages estimated over a period of 10 years. In
Appendix A, we consider only the most recent four years of this period and find generally that,
on average, reliability has improved continuously. While this reversal is not large enough to off
set the overall trend for the entire 10 years, it is notable and should be acknowledged when
seeking to draw conclusions regarding the significance of the overall 10-year trend.

Appendix A compares a variant of this analysis of customer-weighted means, which enables a direct comparison to a closely
related analysis conducted by the IEEE Distribution Reliability Working Group.
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Third, the slopes are modest in size compared the year-to-year variability that exists in the
reliability metrics reported by individual utilities. In Section 2, we found that the means of the
coefficients of variation (i.e., the standard deviation divided by mean) for SAIDI and SAIFI
without major events from utilities for which we had all 10 years of data (67 utilities) was 20%
or more. The 10-year change in values for these same reliability metrics is generally 20% or
less.

fourth, as will be examined directly in Section 4, trends based solely on descriptive statistics
caimot take into account utility-specific influences that may introduce bias. Potential, yet
unaccounted for, sources of bias include the means by which reliability data were collected (e.g.,
using an OMS versus using more manual forms of recording the frequency, extent, and duration
of power interruptions), and the means by which they were reported (e.g., using IEEE Standard
1366-2003 versus individualized, state PUC-mandated reporting conventions), which are just
two of several that we examine in Section 4.
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4. Findings from the Statistical Analysis of Reliability Data Reported by
Electric Utilities

This section describes the statistical methods we used to analyze reported electric reliability.
The purpose of these methods is to take explicit account of utility-specific effects that might
otherwise introduce bias into our findings. The trends presented in Section 3 were all based on
descriptive statistics that carmot take these factors into account. After introducing the statistical
methods, we present our findings from application of them to identify reliability trends and to
correlate these trends with the factors we considered. The questions we explore in this analysis
include:

1. Are there trends in reported electricity reliability over time?
2. How are trends in reported electricity reliability affected by the installation or upgrade of

anOMS?
3. How are trends in reported electricity reliability affected by use of IEEE Standard 1366-

2003?

4.1 Introduction to the Statistical Methods Used in the Analysis

As described in Section 2, the reliability data we analyzed consists of up to 10 years of two
reliability metrics, SAIDI and SAIFI both with and without major events, collected from up to
155 electricity distribution utilities. The data have both a cross-sectional (i.e., multiple utilities)
and time-series (i.e., multiple years) element. This type of data is commonly referred to as an
analysis of panel data because the methods and results involve data that have these features.

The structure and completeness of the panel data influenced our choice of tests for specifying the
statistical models and the methods for estimating the model parameters and standard errors.
Cameron and Trivendi (2009) refer to the specific type of panel data we analyzed as “short”
because the data structure has many entities (i.e., utilities), but only a few time periods
(compared to the number of entities). In addition, our panel data are unbalanced because they do
not contain reliability metrics for every year from all utilities (Wooldñdge 2002). In sum, our
analysis is of a short, unbalanced panel data set.

The conventional statistical method used to analyze short, unbalanced panel data is multivariate
regression. Muhivariate regression models provide quantitative estimates of the strength of the
correlation between an outcome variable (i.e., the reliability metric SAIDI or SAIFI) and a set of
explanatory variables.

The specific forms of the multivariate regression models we estimated are called either “fixed
effects” or “random effects” models. Fixed and random effects models are particularly useful for
this type of analysis because they enable the regressions to explicitly account for differences in
the outcomes (i.e., SAIDI and SAIFI) that are correlated with differences in the sources of the
data for these outcomes (i.e., the utilities). As noted earlier, utilities follow different practices in
reporting reliability (e.g., whether or not they use IEEE Standard 1366-2003). Fixed and random
effects models can explicitly account for these correlations and thereby remove the influence of
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these differences from the other correlations under consideration (i.e., correlations with the other
explanatory variables).

4.2 Application of the Statistica] Models

Application of the statistical methods involved four sequential steps. First, we transformed the
reliability metrics by expressing them as natural logarithms. Second, we conducted F-tests on
the transformed reliability metrics to confirm the appropriateness of using statistical models that
consider utility-specific effects. Third, we used Hausman’s tests to determine whether it was
more appropriate to estimate a fixed effects model versus a random effects model to capture
these utility-specific effects. Fourth, we estimated two sets of models; the first consisting of a set
of random effects models, and a second consisting of models that do not consider utility-specific
effects. We briefly describe below each of these steps.

We decided to transform the reliability metrics by expressing them as natural logarithms for two
reasons. First, it is well known that the metrics themselves tend to follow a log-normal
distribution; transforming them results in a normal distribution. Second and perhaps more
importantly, expression as a natural logarithm allows for a natural interpretation of the estimated
coefficients from the regression equations as percentages. For example, if an estimated
coefficient for an explanatory variable has a value of 0.02, the natural interpretation is that a step
change in that variable correlates to a 2% increase in the reliability metric. For more information
on the transformation of the data, please see Appendix B.

The F-test is a standard statistical test to determine the appropriateness of estimating fixed and
random effects models. The F-test is a test of the null hypothesis that there are no fixed or
random effects. If these null hypotheses can be rejected with some degree of statistical
confidence, it means there may be fixed or random effects, which means the use of fixed and
random effects models to estimate these effects is warranted.

We estimated two sets of log-linear models. first, we estimated a set of models that include
utility-specific effects; we called this set “Model 1.” The models in this set control for
systematic differences across utilities, such as time, region (climate), system size, and installation
or upgrade of an OMS. The set consists of separate models for SAIFI and SAIDI, both with and
without inclusion of major events. We estimated both fixed and random effects versions of
Model 1.

The specification of Model 1 is as follows:

= a + /JiSales,1 + fl7HDD1, + fi3CDD,, + + fi5OMS1 + fi6FOST OMS1, + + s, (1)

where:
Y1t1S the natural log of the reliability metric (SAIDI or SAIFI) for utility 1=1,2,.. .,N in year

Sales1, is annual electricity sales in Millions of MWh;
HDD1, is heating degree-days;
CDD,, is cooling degree-days;
YR, is a time trend in years;
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OM$1, is an indicator variable that takes the value 1 if utility i has an OMS installed in year t,
and 0 otherwise
POST OMS,, takes the value I for the first year after utility i installs an OMS, 2 for the
second year after an OMS is installed, etc, and 0 for earlier years prior to the installation of
an OMS; and
p, is the utility-specific error.

We applied the Hausman (1978) specification test to Model ito determine whether the fixed or
random effects version of this model was more appropriate. The Hausman test examines
whether, under the null hypothesis, the individual utility effects are uncorrelated with the other
regressors in the model. If the null hypothesis is not rejected, both the random effects and the
fixed effects models are consistent, but only the random effects model is efficient. This means
that fixed and random effects models will have the same expected values, but the random effects
model will have much smaller standard errors. Using a fixed effects model when the random
effects model is consistent may lead to an erroneous interpretation of the statistical significance
of coefficients. See Greene (2000) for a more detailed discussion of the difference between fixed
and random effects. The Hausman test did not reject the null hypothesis of random effects in six
of the eight regressions we ran (see Tables 7 and 8). We therefore concluded—in general—that the
random effects model was consistent and more efficient than the fixed effects version.

Second, we estimated a set of models that did not include utility-specific effects, which we called
“Model 2.” The models sought to examine how reporting differences, specifically utilization of
IEEE Standard 13 66-2003, along with other unobserved correlates with utilization of the IEEE
standard, correlate with reported reliability. The specification of Model 2, which does not
include utility-specific effects, p, is as follows:9

y, = a + /31JEEE1 + fl2Sa/est, + fl3HDD1, + /34CDD1, + fl YB, + fl6OMS, + /37POST OMS,, + e (2)

where, in addition to the variables defined above:
IEEE1 takes the value 1 if utility i reports interruptions using IEEE Standard 1366-2003, and
0 otherwise.

Note that for both Model 1 and Model 2, the time trend, YB,, enters as a linear time variable
rather than as a year-specific effect. This additional assumption was deemed reasonable because
the cost of including it as a year-specific effect is high, in terms of degrees of freedom, for such a
short dataset.’° See Appendix D for a model that includes the time trend as a year-specific
effect; the time trend is similar, but each individual year is not statistically significant.

We estimated standard errors for the one-way unbalanced data model using a specialization
(Baltagi and Chang 1994) of the approach proposed by Wansbeek and Kapteyn (1989) for
unbalanced two-way models. The Wansbeek and Kapteyn method for estimating variance

‘In order to understand the effect on reported reliability using IEEE Standard 1366-2003, utility effects cannot be included in the
model because utility effects take account for all systematic differences among utilities, including whether or not the utility used
IEEE Standard 1366-2003.

While reasonable for the purposes of this report, we plan to explore the assumption of linearity in future research.
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components is the default approach used by SAS in the one-way random effects estimation of
unbalanced panel data (SAS 201 ib).

4.3 Findings

4.3.1 Are there utility-specific differences in reported electricity reliability?

Table 6 presents the results from the application of the f-test to the reliability metrics. The table
indicates that both one-way (utility only) and two-way (utility and year) effects are statistically
significant (at the 0.0 1% confidence level) for all four reliability metrics — SAIDI and SAIFI
both with and without major events. That is, there are very strong correlations between the
utility and the values of the reliability metrics as well as between the utility and the year when
correlated to the values of the reliability metrics.

Table 6. F-test of the Hypothesis that there are No Utility-Specific Effects

One-way fixed Effect (Utility) Two-way Fixed Effects (Utility and Year)

Degrees of Degrees of
Reliability Metric F Value Freedom Prob. > F F Value freedom Prob. > F

(among/within) (among/within)

InSAIDI(w/oMEs) 15.29 143/1037 <0.0001 14.80 152/1029 <0.0001

in SAIFI (w/o MEs) 15.67 143/1034 < 0.0001 15.08 152/1026 < 0.0001

in SAIDI (w/MEs) 5.32 85/595 < 0.0001 5.74 94/587 < 0.0001

in SAIFI (w/MEs) 9.61 $51595 < 0.000 1 9.73 94/587 < 0.000 1
Note: ME = major event, In natural logarithm,
Note: The SAS software test for effects of cross-level interactions (utility or utility and year) reports two types of degrees of
freedom: 1) ‘among’ and 2) “within”. The “among” value is equal to k-I degrees of freedom where k is the number of cross-
sections per effect. The “within” value is equal to N-k degrees of freedom, where N is the total number of observations and k is
the number of cross-sections per effect.

The strong correlation between the utility alone and the reliability metrics indicates that it is
important to take this correlation into account when examining correlations between the
reliability metrics and other correlated (or explanatory) variables. In other words, there are
strong utility-specific effects that are systematically correlated with the reliability metrics.

At this point, we cannot determine the exact or complete set of sources or causes of these effects,
but they are consistent with the existence of utility-specific differences in reporting practices.
Hence, taking this correlation into account appropriately means that subsequent correlations with
other variables will not be “contaminated” by these differences in reporting practices (by any
other utility-specific effects).

The correlation between utility plus year to the reliability metrics means that year-to-year
correlations are also important to take into account when examining correlations with other
variables. This finding supports examining the reliability metrics, by utility, as a time series,
rather than as a handful of observations randomly drawn from different years.
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The bottom two rows of Table 7 include the results from applying the Hausman test to Model 1.
The test does not reject the null hypothesis. We therefore conclude that a random effects model
is consistent and more efficient than the fixed effects version in this case.1’ Accordingly, we
present results for the random effects model only.’2

4.3.2 Are there trends in reported electricity reliability over time?

We estimated each model separately for each of the four different reliability metrics: SAIFI and
SAIDI, both with and without major events. We estimated Model 1 with two specifications for
the treatment of installation or upgrade of an OMS. The first version considers only the
differences in reported reliability before and after installation or upgrade. The second version
considers a “learning” effect in which the model estimates the correlation with installation or
upgrade in subsequent years.

Tables 7 and 8 present the results for the Model 1. Table 7 presents the results for SAIFI and
SAIDI with and without major events for the initial version of Model 1 (i.e., without OMS
learning). Table $ presents the results for SAIFI and SAIDI with and without major events for
the second versions of Model 1 (i.e., with OMS learning).

Both tables show evidence of a secular trend of increasing frequency and duration of
interruptions on average over the years 2000-2009. ‘ In Table 7, SAIFI and SAIDI without
major events, columns III and IV, the coefficients for YR are 0.0 18 and 0.022 for SAIFI and
SAIDI, respectively. Both of these estimated coefficients are statistically significant at the 1%
confidence level. The natural interpretation of these coefficients is that SAIFI and SAIDI are
increasing annually, by about 2% for both SAIFI and SAIDI.

It is useful to note that 2% annual decreases in reported reliability are roughly consistent with the
simple linear trends presented in Tables 4 and 5 (and in Figures 9 through 16) in section 3. In
this regard, the observation first made in section 3 — that these trends are modest in comparison
to the year-to-year variability in these reported reliability metrics — also apply equally to these
findings.

These trends are also confirmed when major events are not included in SAIFI and SAIDI. In
Table 7, columns I and II, the coefficients for YR are 0.022 and 0.047 for SAIFI and SAIDI,
respectively. Again both are statistically significant at the 1% level. The natural interpretation
of these coefficients is that SAIFI is increasing annually at about 2% and SAIDI is increasing
annually at about 5%.

Note that because this is an unbalanced data set, the Breusch-Pagan test for random effects is not appropriate here (SAS
201 Ia).

2 See Appendix D for fixed effect results; as expected, the coefficient estimates are similar but less efficient (that is, they are not
statistically significant).

3 Model I restricts the time trend to be linear. In the appendix, we present results from a model that includes year fixed effects
rather than a linear time trend. The estimates of the time fixed effects increase in a relatively linear fashion, but the loss in
degrees of freedom results in estimates that are not statistically significant. As noted in an earlier footnote, we plan to explore the
assumption of a linear time trend in fliwre research.
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Table 7. One-way Random Effects Regression (Model 1): The Effect of Sales, HDD, CDD, Time,
and OMS on Frequency and Duration of Interruptions (with Major Events Included)

With Major Events Included Without Major Events Included

II III IV
in SAIFI In SAIDI in SAIFI in SAIDI

Intercept -42.6706 -89.3893 35•9339 -39.1642
(13.3111) (25.7755) (8.4430) (9.3 735)

Sales -0.00153 -0.00133 -0.00112 -0.00246
(0.0023) (0.0035) (0.0020) (0.0023)

HDD -0.00002 6.65E-06 -0.00002 -0.00003
0.0000 (0.0001) 0.0000 0.0000

CDD -7.OIE-06 -0.00006 0.000133 ** 0.000072
(0.000]) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001)

YR 0.021496 0.04716 0.01797 *** 0.02194 ***

(0.0067,) (0.0129) (0.0042) (0.0047)
OMS 0.004575 0.287343 -0.04346 0.136875

(0.056]) (0.1020) (0.0404) (0.0452,)
POST OMS

Utility Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes

R-square 0.0205 0.0581 0.0265 0.0632

Hau sman
Test (m
Value) 3.21 2.49 2.22 1.75

Hausman Fail to Reject Fail to Reject fail to Reject fail to Reject
Interpretation Null Null Null Null

Note: A generalization of the R-square measure is reported and is based on Buse (1973). This generalized goodness-of-fit
measure is the proportion of the transformed sum of squares of the dependent variable that is attributable to the influence of the
independent variables exclusive of utility-specific random effects. Hausman (1978) tests the null hypothesis that random effects
are preferred over fixed effects. Standard errors are in parentheses. * p<0.iO, ** p<O.05, ‘“ p<O.Ol

It is important to observe that, in making these estimates, Model 1 also takes into account the
potential for correlations with electricity sales and climate (as well as the effect of utility-specific
differences, as discussed in Section 4.3.1). In fact, the model finds that these external factors are
generally not at all correlated with the increasing secular trends observed for both SAIFI and
SAIDI. One exception is that correlation between SAIFI without major events and CDDs is
statistically significant at the 5% level. The natural interpretation of this correlation is that SAIFI
is very slightly higher when there are more CDDs.
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It is premature to speculate or draw conclusions about the causes underlying these trends without
more explicit treatment of potential sources of bias in reported reliability)4 In the next
subsection, we focus on measurement error as one potential source of bias.

4.3.3 How are trends in reported electricity reliability affected by the installation or upgrade of
the automated OMS?

The estimates for the OMS coefficients in Table 7, describe the strength of the correlation
between installation or upgrade of an OMS and reported SAIFI and SAIDI. The results differ for
SAIFI and SAIDI, both in terms of the direction and strength of the correlation.

The correlation of SAIFI (both with and without major events) to the installation or upgrade of
an OMS is mixed and not statistically significant, even at a 10% confidence level. However, the
correlation with SAIDI is always positive and is statistically significant at the 1% confidence
level. The natural interpretation of this correlation is that utilities that install or upgrade their
OMS report higher SAIDI by nearly 29% when major events are included and by nearly 14%
when major events are not included compared to utilities that did not install or upgrade their
OMS.

Table $ further explores the relationship between installation or upgrade of an automated OMS
and reported reliability by introducing a time-element, POST OMS, which tracks how the
correlation with SAIFI and SAIDI changes in the years following installation or upgrade of the
system.

The results are suggestive, but not conclusive. The results are suggestive because there is
evidence that installation or upgrade of an OMS is correlated with an initial increase in SAIFI or
SAIDI, but that SAIFI and SAIDI decrease in the years following installation or upgrade. The
results are not conclusive because the estimated coefficients are not consistently statistically
significant.

The only SAIFI coefficient that is statistically significant is POST OMS with major events
included, at the 5% confidence level. The natural interpretation is that there is an annual
reduction in SAIFI of 2.4% following installation or upgrade of an OMS compared to the SAIFI
reported by utilities that did not install or upgrade their OMS.

The SAIDI coefficients that are statistically significant include OMS (1% level) and POST OMS
(10% level) with major events included, and OMS (1% level) when major events are not
included. The natural interpretations are that when major events are included, there is a one-time
increase in SAIDI of 38% followed by an annual decrease of 4%, compared to SAIDI reported
utilities that did not install or upgrade their OMS. When major events are not included, there is a
one-time increase in SAIDI of 16%.

l A high-level analysis of identified outliers was also performed to assess the impact on the regression results and to understand
the circumstances behind the outlier. Please see Appendix C.
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Table 8. One-way Random Effects Regression (Model 1): The Effect of Sales, HDD, CDD, Time,
OMS, and OMS “Learning” on Frequency and Duration of Interruptions (Without Major Events
Included)

With Major Events Included Without Major Events Included
I II HI IV

in SAIFI in SAIDI in SAIFI in SAIDI
Intercept -65.2081 -125.533 -42.9671 *** -46.763 ***

(17.1806) (31.8647) (9.7397) (10.8662)
Sales -0.00114 -0.0008 1 -0.00087 -0.0022 1

(0.0023) (0.0035) (0.0020) (0.0023)
HDD -0.00002 2.69E-07 -0.00002 -0.00003

0.0000 (0.0001) 0.0000 0.0000
CDD -0.00002 -0.00009 0.000131 ** 0.00007

(0.0001) (0.000]) (0.0001) (0.0001)
YR 0.032765 0.065237 0.021482 0.025734

(0.0086) (0.0159) (0.0049) (0.0054)
OMS 0.044586 0.380678 -0.01665 0.163991

(0.0593) (0.1129,) (0.0444) fO.0493)
POSTOMS -0.02411 ** -0.04141 * -0.01257 -0.01337

(0.0117,) (0.0216) (0.0087) (0.0097,)
Utility Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes

R-square 0.0292 0.0477 0.031 0.0491

Hausman Test
(m Value) 4.76 11.54 ** 5.68 10.78 *

Hausman Fail to Reject Fail to Reject
Interpretation Null Reject Null Null Reject Null

Notes: A generalization of the R-square measure is reported and is based on Buse (1973). This generalized goodness-of-fit
measure is the proportion of the transformed sum of squares of the dependent variable that is attributable to the influence of the
independent variables exclusive of utility-specific random effects. Hausman (1978) tests the null hypothesis that random effects
are preferred over fixed effects. Standard errors are in parentheses. * p<O.IO, ** p<O.O5, p<O.O1

The effects of installation or upgrade of an OMS in the years following installation or upgrade
are not consistently statistically significant. However, the coefficients on the magnitude of the
year-to-year changes in the reliability metrics remain highly statistically significant at the 1%
level. In fact, SAIFI and SAIDI with major events increase annually at faster rates (of about 3%
and 6.5%, respectively) than the estimates that do not consider this effect. SAIFI and SAIDI
without major events increase annually at rates of about 2% and 2.5%, respectively, which is
roughly consistent with the estimates that do not consider this effect.15

15 We plan to explore other means for measuring a learning effect, such as consideration of additional years following installation
or upgrade of an OMS.
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4.3.4 How are trends in reported electricity reliability affected by the use of IEEE Standard
1366-2003?

Table 9 presents the results for Model 2, which removes y, the company-specific effect, and
replaces it with IEEE1, which indicates whether the company relied on IEEE Standard 1366-2003
in reporting its reliability metrics. Table 9 was developed for only SAIFI and SMDI without
major events because reliance on IEEE Standard 1366-2003 involves implementing a specific
method for not including these events.

Table 9 reports that the coefficient for reliance on IEEE Standard 1366-2003 is not statistically
significant for SAIFI and is statistically significant at the 5% level for SAIDI. The natural
interpretation of the latter result is that reliance on IEEE Standard 1366-2003 is correlated with a
lower reported SAIDI of about 11%. However, we caution the reader that, strictly speaking, this
interpretation is premature. The most that can be said is that reliance on the IEEE standard,
along with all other utility-specific effects that are highly correlated with reliance on the IEEE
standard, is correlated with reported reliability in this manner. We leave it to future work to
develop specifications that would separate the effect of reliance on the IEEE standards from
these other correlates to isolate the impact of this effect uniquely.

The removal of utility-specific effects also affects the values and statistical significance of other
correlates in the model, compared to the values estimated for them in Model 1. For SAIFI, the
coefficients on Sales and CDD are also statistically significant in Model 2. for SAIDI, the
coefficient on CDD is statistically significant in Model 2. The statistical significance of these
correlates is likely reflective of a utility-specific effect because these correlations were not at all
or less statistically significant when utility-specific effects were taken into account (in Model 1).

Table 9. No Utility fixed Effects Regression (Model 2): Effect of IEEE, sales, 11DB, CDD, Time,
and OMS on Frequency and Duration of Interruptions (without major events).

in SAIFI in SAIDI
Intercept -34.5795 ** -43.9178

(13.5039) (14.93 14)
IEEE 0.023445 -0.10797 **

(0.0425) (0.0470)
Sales -0.00226 ** -0.00446

(0.0010) (0.0011)
HDD -0.00002 -0.00008

(0.0000) (0.0000)
CDD 0.000109 *** -0.00011

(0.0000) (0.0000)
YR 0.01734 ** 0.024603

(0.0068) (0.0075)
OMS -0.00033 0.041122

(0.0602) (0.0663)
POST OMS -0.01839 -0.01123

(0.0114) (0.0126)
Utility Fixed Effects No No

Notes: Standard errors in parentheses. * p<O.IO, ** p<O.05, ‘1’ p<O.0l
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In contrast, the time trend, YR, for both SAIFI and SAIDI is, like Model 1, statistically
significant. The natural interpretation is that SAIFI and SAIDI are increasing at slightly less than
2% and nearly 2.5% annually, which is roughly consistent with the interpretation of the
coefficients for Model 1 presented in Table 8.
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5. Summary and Interpretation of Findings, and Next Steps

The goal of this study is to inform discussions of the reliability of the U.S. electric power system
by assessing trends in power interruptions experienced by U.S. electricity consumers. Our
analysis is based on up to 10 years of electricity reported reliability information collected from a
convenience sample of 155 U.S. electric utilities, which together account for roughly 50% of
total U.S. electricity sales.

We built on prior investigations, which focused only on power interruptions originating in the
bulk power system, by considering interruptions originating both from the bulk power system
and from within local distribution systems. We also accounted for differences among utility
practices for collecting information on and reporting power interruptions by employing statistical
techniques that remove the influence of these differences on the trends we identif’.

We sought to answer three questions:

1. Are there trends in reported electricity reliability over time?

We first conducted an examination relying on descriptive statistics (mean, median, customer-
weighted mean) and find that reported reliability has been decreasing over time. With minor
exceptions, we observed this trend for all three descriptive statistics when considering all utility
reports taken together, as well as only those utility reports for which we had a complete record of
10 years of data. We point out that descriptive statistics alone mask the effects of utility-specific
effects that may introduce bias into our findings.

Next, we applied rigorous statistical methods both to confirm that there were utility-specific
differences among electricity reliability reports and to take explicit account of these differences
in exploring correlations between reported reliability metrics and other factors. Applying these
methods, we find that there are statistically significant temporal trends. We find that reported
average duration and average frequency of power interruptions has been increasing over time at a
rate of approximately 2% annually. In other words, reported reliability is getting worse.

While our findings are highly statistically significant, it is important to place them in appropriate
context. The average annual trends we find are modest in comparison to the routinely larger year
to year variations in the average duration and frequency of power interruptions experienced by
utility customers. For example, in Appendix A, we present a simple analysis of trends over the
most recent four years and find reported reliability has been improving over this period.

In addition, we make no claims regarding the applicability of our findings to the reliability of the
U.S. electric power system as a whole. Strictly speaking, our findings apply only to the
convenience sample of primarily investor-owned utilities for which we were able to collect
reported reliability information. In any given year, these utilities represented roughly 50% of
total U.S. electricity sales.
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2. How are trends in reported electricity reliability affected by the installation or upgrade of
an automated outage management system (OMS)?

A principal contribution of our work has been to examine potential sources of measurement error
that could influence apparent trends in reported reliability. We find statistically significant
evidence that installation or upgrade of an OMS is correlated an increase in the reported duration
of power interruptions. This finding confirms anecdotal evidence long been known within the
industry that reliance on prior (manual) measurement methods under-reports reliability. We also
found preliminary but not statistically significant evidence for a so-called “learning effect” by
which reported reliability gradually improves in years subsequent to the initial decrease in
reported reliability.

Our findings might suggest that it is simply more accurate measurement of reliability, rather than
lower actual reliability, which “explains” the statistically significant trend of decreasing reported
reliability over time. However, our analysis takes this factor into account explicitly and still
finds statistically significant secular trends toward lower reported reliability over time. Our
findings, therefore, highlight the importance of taking into account the means by which
reliability information is collected when examining trends in reported reliability.

3. How are trends in reported electricity reliability affected by the use of IEEE Standard
13 66-2003?

We also examined a potential source of measurement bias in the form of utility reporting
practices. We find that reliance on IEEE Standard 13 66-2003 is correlated with higher reported
reliability on average compared to reported reliability not using the IEEE standard and that this
correlation is statistically significant. Nevertheless, taking this correlation into account, the
secular trend of decreasing reported reliability over time remains statistically significant and at
approximately the same magnitude as was found earlier (i.e., decreasing at roughly 2%
annually). We caution that it is premature to attribute reliance on the IEEE standard as
“causing” higher reported reliability because we could not separate the effect of reliance on the
IEEE standard from other utility-specific factors (which we did not account for separately) that
may also be correlated with reliance on the IEEE standard.

Next Steps

This study finds that there has been a modest, yet statistically significant secular trend of
decreasing or declining reported reliability over the past 10 years. In making this finding, we
summarize what our analysis to date has and has not accomplished, and outline the directions for
next steps in this line of inquiry.

We wish to state clearly that, at this point, we cannot say what has caused the observed
decreasing trends in reported reliability or why it is taking place. Our work has considered and
characterized the influence of potential sources of measurement error or bias and found that
taking these considerations into account changes neither the direction of these trends nor their
statistical significance. These findings are important because they allow us to focus on potential
causal factors that would help us explain the trends we observe.
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To begin this process, we considered potential correlations with highly aggregated measures of
weather variability and a simple measure of utility size but found neither to be statistically
significant. However, these examinations are preliminary and far from complete. For example,
with respect to the influence of weather variability, we can only conclude that annual HDDs and
CDDs as a measure of yearly weather are not well-correlated with the reported reliability
metrics. However, these are only two measures of yearly weather variability; there are others
that could be studied. Similarly, utility size is only one measure of the many potential
differences among utilities that might be correlated with reported reliability.

We believe it is extremely appropriate to continue exploring differences among utilities to better
understand the sources or causes of the secular trends in reliability that we observe. Some of the
factors we believe should be considered include more disaggregate measures of weather
variability (e.g., lightning strikes and severe storms), utility characteristics (e.g., the number of
rural versus urban customers, and the extent to which transmission and distribution lines are
overhead versus underground), and utility spending on transmission and distribution
maintenance and upgrades, including advanced (“smart grid”) technologies.

It is our hope that the analysis we have conducted to date will help pave the way for these
investigations and that they will be used to help ground future decisions about U.S. reliability
policy, practices, and technology on a more solid factual base.
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Appendix A. Customer Weighted Average Comparison to IEEE DRWG
Benchmarking Analysis

The IEEE Distribution Reliability Working Group (DRWG) conducts an annual benchmarking
analysis based on reliability metrics that are submitted on a voluntary basis. At the IEEE
Summer 2011 General Meeting, the DRWG presented a customer-weighted time trend that we
can compare to a variant of the customer-weighted time trend presented in Section 3.

We made several adjustments to the customer-weighted time trend presented in Section 3 in
order to facilitate a more direct comparison with the time trends developed by the DRWG. First,
we compare only the years 2006 through 2009, which are the same years for which the DRWG
developed its time trend. Second, we compare only those utilities that relied on IEEE Standard
1366-2003 to report their reliability metrics, which are the only utilities that DRWG considers in
developing its time trend. Third, we compare only SAIDI and SAIFI without inclusion of major
events, again, to be consistent with DRWG. fourth, we develop our trends based only on those
utilities for which we had all four years of reported reliability, again, to be consistent with
DRWG. We label the adjusted customer-weighted time trends “Revised LBNL”

figures A-i and A-2 present both the original customer-weighted means and trend line best fit
equations for all reported reliability data from Section 3 along with the DRWG’s and the revised
LBNL customer-weighted means for SAIDI without inclusion of major events and SAIFI
without inclusion of major events, respectively.

We find that, the DRWG and the revised LBNL trend lines for both SAIDI and SAIFI are
consistent with one another. Both are downward sloping, indicating that over the period 2006-
2009, reported reliability, on a customer-weighted basis, has been improving (i.e., reported
reliability metrics indicate that reliability is getting better).

This finding contrasts with the time trends presented in Section 3, which found that over the ten-
year period from 2000 to 2009, reported reliability metrics were generally increasing (i.e.,
reliability was getting wprse) over time.

As a reminder, the same caveats applied to the time trends presented in Section 3 also apply to
the findings presented in this Appendix. First, neither the statistical representativeness of the
samples of reported reliability data examined by LBNL nor those included in the DRWG 2011
Benchmarking Survey compared to the U.S as a whole have been established. Second, the
influence of utility-specific effects, such as biases that may have been introduced by the decision
to report reliability data following IEEE Standard 1366-2003 and reliance on automated outage
management system to collect reliability data, among other unexamined sources of potential bias,
are not taken into account.
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Figure A- 1. Customer-weighted SAIDI w/o Major Events — Comparison of LBNL Findings to those
of the IEEE DRWG 2011 Benchmarldng Survey
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Figure A- 2. Customer-weighted SAIFI w/o Major Events — Comparison of LBNL Findings to those
of the IEEE DRWG 2011 Benchmarldng Survey
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Appendix B. Why a Log-Normal Distribution?

Section 4.2 describes, among other things, our decision to transform the reliability metrics
(annual SAIDI and SAIFI) examined in the regression analysis by expressing them as natural
logarithms. This appendix describes and documents the rationale for this decision. The
rationales all involve describing why we found it desirable to utilize the reliability metrics re
expressed as natural logarithms rather than utilize them un-transformed.

To summarize, we decided to transform the dependent variables for three reasons. first, we
found encouraging visual evidence that, when expressed as natural logarithms, the distribution of
annual values of SAIDI and SAIFI we collected appeared to follow a normal distribution better
than the un-transformed annual values. Second, we performed statistical tests that gave a
positive indication that expression of SAIDI without inclusion of major events as a natural
logarithm followed a normal distribution far better than did the untransformed version of this
variable. for the other three variables (SAIFI with major events, SAIFI without major events,
and SAIDI with major events), the statistical tests indicated that neither the transformed nor the
untransformed variables conclusively followed a normal distribution. Third, finding no evidence
that using the variables in their un-transformed state was superior to using them in their
transformed state, the ability to provide an easy-to-explain interpretation of the regression
coefficients led to decide to use the variables in their transformed state.

Visual Evidence that Transformed Variables Follow a Normal Distribution Better than
Untransformed Variables

From the standpoint of the regression analysis we sought to conduct, it is desirable that the
dependent variables used in the analysis follow a normal distribution. figures B-i and 3-2 show
results from a graphical analysis that compares the observed data (i.e., the histogram bins) with
theoretical normal (and log-normal) distributions (i.e., the curves shaded in blue). By visual
inspection, we find that all four annual reliability metrics are more accurately represented by a
log-normal distribution than by a normal distribution.

Statistical Testsfor the Normality of the Distributions of Transformed and Untransformed
Variables

Tables B-l and B-2 report results from three statistical testing methods—(1) Kolmogorov
Smimov, (2) Cramer-von Mises, and (3) Anderson-Darling——commonly used to evaluate the
assumed shape of a distribution. Table 1 shows that all tests conducted for all of the reliability
metrics rejected the null hypothesis of normality with a high degree of confidence. Table B-2
shows that the null hypothesis of log-normality was rejected for SAIFI (with and without major
events included) and SAIDI (with major events), but we fail to reject the null hypothesis for two
of the three tests of SAIDI (without major events).

To summarize, formal statistical testing indicated that SAIDI (without major events included)
was best fit with a log-normal distribution. However—with the exception of SAIDI (without
major events)—statistical testing rejected the null hypothesis of both normality and log
normality at a 99% or greater confidence level.
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Reject Null Hypothesis ofNormality?

Reliability Metric Kolmogorov
Smimov

SAIDI (w/o major events) Yes*** Yes*** Yes***
SAIDI (with major events) Yes*** Yes*** Yes***
SAIFI (w/o major events) Yes*** Yes*** Yes***
SAIFI (with major events) Yes*** Yes*** Yes***
Note: *** Rejects the null hypothesis at the .01 significance level.

Table B- 2. Statistical Tests for Log-normality

Reject Null Hypothesis ofLog-normality?

Reliability Metric Kolmogorov- Cramer-von Anderson
Smimov Mises Darting

SAIDI (w/o major events) No No Yes**
SAIDI (with major events) Yes*** Yes*** Yes***
SAIFI (w/o major events) Yes*** Yes*** Yes***
SAIFI (with major events) Yes*** Yes*** Yes***
Note: *** Rejects the null hypothesis at the 0.01 significance level; ** Rejects the null hypothesis at the 0.05
significance level.

The Easy-to-Explain Interpretation ofRegression Coefficients when Variables are Transformed

The visual and statistical tests reported above indicate limited support in favor of using
transformed variables. Importantly, they offer no support for the superiority of using un
transformed variables.

Transformation of reliability metrics into logarithmic format allows for a natural interpretation of
the estimated coefficients from the regression equations as percentages. For example, if an
estimated coefficient for an explanatory variable has a value of 0.02, the interpretation is that a
step change in that variable is correlated to a 2% increase in the reliability metric.
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Figure B- 1. Graphical analysis of SAIDI with and without major events included.
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Appendix C. Examination of Outliers

We conducted a three-step analysis of the regression results to identify extreme and influential
outliers, research circumstances that might have affected the reporting (values) of SAIFI and
SAIDI, and tested the effect of removing outliers on the model results.

first, we flagged any observations that had a smdentized residual that exceeded a pre-defined
threshold of plus or minus three (UCLA 2011). In parallel, we carried out a Cook’s statistical
test to evaluate the size of the residual and influence (leverage) of the individual observations on
the model results. Any observation with a Cook’s D statistic greater than four divided by the
sample size (n) was flagged as an influential and extreme outlier (UCLA 2011). We compiled a
list of outliers that were flagged by both the studentized and Cook’s statistical method
simultaneously and carried out a deeper analysis on these observations.

Next, we reviewed the reliability event information to determine if any errors in information
transcription occurred when we were collecting the data. No errors were found in the process of
entering the data into our database from the source of the reliability event data.

We then looked into possible explanations for the extreme values to help us understand what was
happening during these specific years and at these utilities. Table C-i summarizes the number of
extreme and influential outliers that were identified in the preceding steps. As shown in the table
below, most of the outliers are explained by either a rare weather occurrence or by the
characteristics of the utility service territory with these events leading to lower or higher values
of the metrics when compared to other utilities.

Table C- 1. Summary Explanation of Identified Outliers

Number of
NumberExtreme and

Dataset of ExplanationInfluential
. Utilities

Outliers

SAIDI with • 9 outliers due to severe storms, including two hurricanes
. . I outlier due to increased use of troubleshooting personnel that impactedmajor events 17 12
1 d d

the reliability metrics
Inc U e

• No information on the remaining seven outliers

SAIDI without • 14 outliers attributed to characteristics of the service territory including
. a small territory size and increased use of troubleshooting personnel thatmajor events 17 5

.
impacted the reliability metricsinciuueu

• No information on the remaining three outliers
• Seven are from a single utility that attributes their anomalous metric

SAIFI with values to the high concentration of distribution networks and large
major events 10 4 customer base
included • One was due to a large wind and snow storm

• No information on the remaining two outliers

SAIFI without • 20 outliers attributed to characteristics of the service territory including
. things like a small territory size high concentration of distributionmajor events 27 8
1 networks, and representation of a large number of customersinciuueu

• No information on the remaining 7 outliers

Finally, we ran the regressions again using two methods to exclude outliers: 1) without the
lowest and highest 1% of SAIDI (SAIDI) values (i.e., the 1%/99% exclusion method) and 2)
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without the extreme and influential outliers we identified in the Studentized and Cook’s
statistical analysis discussed. We found that the regression results did not significantly change
when the outliers were removed according to these two methods. Table C-2 is a summary of the
effects on the regression results after removing outliers using two different methods.

Table C- 2. Excluding Outliers and their Effect on the Pooled Regression Results

Pooled
OutherRegression (i.e., .. . Exclusion Effect of Excluding Outliers on Regression ResultsNo Utility or

. MethodTime_Effects)

SAIDI without 10/1990/ R2 slightly increased from 0.04 to 0.05; No sign changes on
major events

M th
regressors; No regressors lost or gained significance at the 10%

included e level.

SAIDI without Cook’s and
.

. R- slightly increased from 0.04 to 0.06; No sign changes on regressors; Nomajor events Smdentized . .
.. . regressors lost or gained significance at the 10 / level.included Residual Tests

R2 slightly increased.; After outlier exclusion, heating degree-days (HDD) becameSAIFI without
1 %199% significant at the 10% level and year became marginally insignificant at the 10%

major events
tI

level (pO.lO9); Post OMS regressor was marginally significant at 10% level
included ivie iOu before excluding the outliers (p.l 06), but definitely not significant after the

outliers were removed (p=0.43).

SAIFI without Cook’s and R2 slightly increased from 0.07 to 0.09. No sign changes on regressors. After
major events Studentized outliers were removed, heating degree-days (HDD) became significant at the 10%
included Residual Tests level. No other regressors lost or gained significance at the 10% level.

As a result of these three steps, we concluded that the outliers identified in our statistical analysis
are valid observations. We also determined that their removal did not significantly affect the
pooled regression results. For these reasons, we chose not to remove any of these outliers from
the statistical regression analysis presented in the main body of the report.
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Appendix D. Detailed Results from Regression Analysis

Table D- 1. One-way Fixed Effects Regression for the Effect of Sales, HDD, CDD, time, and OMS
on Frequency and Duration of Grid Disruptions

With Major Events Without Major Events

I II III IV

in SAIFI in SAIDI in SAIFI in SAIDi

Intercept -61.9241 -123.951 -45.221 -46.4962
(19.3904) (38.0343) (10.2925) (11.5011)

Saies 0.00295 0.006712 0.001054 0.002057
(0.0044) (0.0087) (0.0036) (0.0041)

HUD 2.109E-06 0.000028 -0.00002 -0.00004
(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0000) (0.0000)

CDD 5.867E-06 -0.00005 0.000182 * 0.000236 **

(0.0001) (0.0003) (0.0001) (0.0001)
YR 0.030683 0.063937 0.022749 *** 0.025635

(0.0097) (0.0190) (0.0051) (0.0057)
OMS 0.055153 0.381655 *** -0.02486 0.173814

(0.0636) (0.1248) (0.0464) (0.0517)
POST OMS -0.02157 -0.03947 -0.0128 -0.01033

(0.0133) (0.0262) (0.0092) (0.0103)
Utiiity Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes

R2 0.59 0.47 0.71 0.69

Notes: Standard errors in parentheses. * p<O.lO, ** p<O.O5, ‘‘ p<O.Ol
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Table D- 2. Two-way Fixed Effects Regression for the Effect of Sales, HDD, CDD, and OMS on
Frequency and Duration of Grid Disruptions

With Major Events Without Major Events

I II III IV

in SAIFI in SAIDI in SAIFI In SAIDI
Intercept -0.41598 4.50384 0.542495 4.874969 ***

(0.3332) (0.6499) (0.3664) (0.4091)
Sales 0.003169 0.007662 0.001042 0.001522

(0.0044) (0.0085) (0.003 7) (0.0041)
HDD 0.000041 -5.51E-06 -0.00002 -0.00003

(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.000]) (0.0001)
CDD -0.00016 -0.00035 0.000051 0.000215 *

(0.0002) (0.0003) (0.0001) (0.0001)
POST OMS -0.0 1241 -0.02826 -0.00842 -0.00889

(0.0133) (0.0260] (0.0093) (0.0104)
Year 1 -0.21793 ** -0.33234 * -0.16384 *** -0.13058 **

(0.1028) (0.2005) (0.0585,) (0.0654)
Year 2 -0.08249 -0.29269 -0.13054 ** -0.15683 **

(0.0980) (0.1912) (0.05 73) (0.064 0)
Year3 0.050256 0.050184 -0.04065 -0.11338 *

(0.0897) (0.1750) (0.0556) (0.0621)
Year 4 0.085979 0.130981 -0.01804 -0.08814

(0.0841) (0.1 640) (0.0514) (0.05 73)
Year 5 0.038003 -0.06511 -0.03443 -0.01921

(0.0804) (0.1569) (0.0496) (0.0552)
Year 6 0.093 184 0.027743 0.045398 0.018774

(0.0801) (0.1562) (0.0519) (0.0580)
Year 7 0.193096 ** 0.296795 * 0.062783 0.039727

(0.0835) (0.1629) (0.0559) (0.0625)
Year 8 0.133398 * 0.215998 0.025579 -0.01463

(0.0715) (0.1394) (0.0476) (0.0531)
Year 9 0.232577 *** 0.572835 *** 0.100408 ** 0.138323 ***

(0.0648) (0.1264) (0.0436) (0.0488)
Utility Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes

R2 0.61 0.50 0.71 0.70

Notes: Standard errors in parentheses. * p<O.lO, ** p<O.O5, ‘‘‘ p<O.Ol
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